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or because there is an agreement or compromise between the parties, you do it. If I may say so any sensible administration will do that. Where -people are not agreed, am I right in saying that the deputy commissioner in this case refers the question to a Council of Elders lor them to report to him they then report to him in writing usually pretty elaborately with the finding of facts ?—Yes.
 175.	When they so report to him what does the
deputy commissioner do in civil cases ?—He passes
a decree in accordance with their finding.
 176.	Generally  speaking,   does  the  deputy  com
missioner accept the finding of the facts ?	As a
general rule, yes.
 177.	I suppose many of them may affect either
questions  of matrimonial relations or questions of
customs   relating   to   land ?—Yes.    But   there   are
also questions of payment of money but those are
usually settled without reference to the jirga.
 178.	Speaking   generally,   do  you  find   that  the
Council of Elders agree amongst themselves or they
have differences of view on the questions referred to
them ?—Almost invariably the finding is unanimous.
 179.	The Statutory Commission   has seen some
thing of the working of a panchayat in the Punjab.
What   has   impressed   me  is  that  the system has
this advantage, not only does it get rid of a good
deal of technical load, but also, since the inquiry
is made more or less on the spot, the probability of
false   and   ridiculous   evidence  is   largely   excluded
because,    in   truth,   the   people   know    the   right
offenders,—It also avoids the difficulty of paying
heavy court fees.

 180.	Yes,   it  has this  material  advantage that
there is no wasting of money on lawyers.    Now on
the criminal side,  may I sum up, again ?   Where
either the commissioner or the deputy commissioner
considers that it is inexpedient that the question
of guilt or innocence of a person accused of crime
should  be  tried  by the ordinary judicial system,
then he may refer the question to the decision of
the jirga and require the jirga to come to a finding
on certain questions.    Is that the system ?—Yes.
 181.	Do you formulate questions ?—The questions
involved are formulated in writing by the deputy
commissioner in his order of reference.
 182.	The jirga then sits and when it has investigated
the matter, apparently it answers those questions ?
—Yes.
 183.	Does the recommendation in a criminal case,
if the view is that the crime was committed by the
man, include a recommendation for punishment ?—
It is frequently a recommendation for mercy based
on the circumstances of the crime which the jirga
have found in the course of their investigations.,
 184.	In these criminal cases, for instance, murder,
is the finding often elaborate ?    Is it set out in some
detail ?—Almost invariably, so far as my experience
goes, the finding has been a very full one and gives
the deputy commissioner both the facts of the case
and the reasons which the jirga has found for arriving
at those conclusions.

 185.	Assuming that they take the view that the
crime   has   been   committed   and  that  the person
named is guilty of the crime, do they recommend
any punishment ?—Sometimes they do and some
times they do not.    But it is usual—and I think
desirable—for the deputy commissioner to discuss
with the members of the jirga both before and after
they bring in their findings—certainly after—exactly
what their feelings are as a result of their investiga
tion, on that point as well as on others and satisfy
himself that the finding is based on good evidence.
 186.	Has the jirga in a criminal case any power
to recommend death ?—No,
 187.	What is the maximum penalty which tae
jirga   can   recommend ?—Fourteen years'  rigorous
imprisonment, but punishment over seven years is
subject to the sanction of the Chief Commissioner.
1«8. After the recommendation has been considered by the deputy commissioner, will he issue his order upon it ?—Quite so. He is not bound to
 accept the decision of the jirga. If the finding is that a man is not guilty, that finishes the matter so far as he is concerned ; if their finding is guilty, the deputy commissioner is not necessarily compelled to convict the man. He has still complete discretion as to whether he should convict or not.
189. Let  me   read   the   relevant   section :    " On ' receipt of the finding of the Council of Elders under this section, the Deputy Commissioner may— (a) remand the question to the Council  for a
further finding ;  or
" (6) refer the question to a second Council;   or ' (c)  acquit or discharge the accused person  or
persons or any of them ;  or, .
" (d) in accordance with the finding on any matter of fact of the Council, or of not less than three-fourthi, of the members thereof, convict the accused person or persons, or any of them, of any offence of which the facts so found show him or them to be guilty." That is the scheme- ?—Yes, sir.
 190.	As regards criminal fir gas, generally speaking,
do you find that the members of the jirga agree in
their   conclusions ?—They    are   almost   invariably
unanimous.    You will observe that a three-fourths
majority is necessary for conviction, but they are
almost invariably unanimous.
 191.	Beyond that again, if the sentence be more
than seven years' rigorous imprisonment there would
be review by the Chief Commissioner ?—Quite so ;
the   Chief  Commissioner   has   absolute   powers   to
increase or reduce the sentence.
 192.	On  the  whole  do  you   consider  that   this
system you have summarised works fairly and satis
factory ?—Yes ;   I think on the whole it does, and
I think it would be very difficult to do away with it.
It has its disadvantages, but on the whole, I think,
those are outweighed by the advantages, provided
that it is administered only by experienced officers
who scrutinise with great jealousy the list of jirga
members and take very good care to see that it is
not used by those members for purposes, of corrup
tion.    The list is very small, and is purposely kept
low.    And anybody against whom there is a general
report of inefficiency or corruption is promptly re
moved.    That, I think, is the most essential safeguard
in the working of the system.

 193.	Supposing a person who is suspected objects
to the constitution of the jirga,^ has he got any right
to make his objection ?—Certainly ; that is actually
laid down in the Regulation.    In practice, that is a
right  which, is  always  accorded  not  only  to  the
accused, but also to the complainant.   The members
of ths jirga are invariably appointed in the presence
of both parties—I mean the names are selected in
the presence of both parties—and each party has a
right to challenge, and if the challenge appears to
be valid, that name is immediately rejected and
another name substituted instead.
 194.	Always subject to the precautions which you
have emphasised, this system is one which you think
should be preserved ?—Certainly.
 195.	Now I will ask one or two questions about
your work as deputy commissioner.   What are the
main branches of your work in this province ?—
The main branches of work of the deputy commis
sioner are revenue, law and order, which includes
both the prevention of crime and the punishment
of crime and a certain amount of political work
which varies in importance according to the district
—bv political work I mean political control of tribes
living actually beyond the administered border.
 196.	With regard to the revenue work, and law
and order, these are subjects which may be more
difficult in some respects here, but they are subjects
which are a part of the work of the deputy com
missioner  or his  corresponding officer  in  various
parts of India.    As regards you? political work, it is
rather special ?—Yes.	*
197   Would you like to say anything on your work in connection with law an4 order?   Do you consider

